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Problem to solve 
•  Streaming media require somewhat steady 

transmission rate 
•  TCP has a very oscillatory behaviour 

–  e.g decreases the congestion window  
by half in response to single loss 

•  As a result, some applications choose not to use 
any congestion control mechanism 
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Equation-based congestion control 
•  Assuming best-effort network, how can we control 

congestion and keep a smooth transmission rate? 
•  Equation-based congestion control 

–  Adjust rates according to control equation 

•  Design goals: 
–  Capture general performance of TCP 
–  Smoothly change sending rate 
–  Be less sensitive to single events 
–  The rate should be a function of the loss events 
–  Needs to be TCP-friendly 
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TFRC 
•  Control equation: 

–  Use steady-state rate equation of TCP 
–  Models the rate achieved by a TCP connection in equilibrium 
–  Different models exist, depending on TCP flavour and complexity 

of the model 
•  Equation used in TFRC: 

•  s – packet size 
•  R – round trip time 
•  tRTO – retransmission time-out 
•  p – steady-state loss event rate 
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TFRC 
•  Need to estimate parameters in control equation: 

–  Loss event rate (at receiver) 
•  A central server cannot perform all the computations for every 

flow, so each receiver should  perform the computations. 
•  Easier to extend to multicast 

–  Round-trip time (at sender) 
•  Exponential moving average 

–  Retransmission time-out (at sender) 
•  T_RTO = SRTT + 4 * RTTvar 
•  Varies between TCP flavours 

•  Different trade-offs in estimation 
–  Smooth average 
–  More responsive estimate 
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Loss event measurement 
•  Measure loss events rate 

–  one loss event can include 
several packet loss 

•  Smoothly track the loss rate 
•  Average Loss Interval 

method 
–  Keep track of last N 

intervals between losses 
–  Choice of N controls  

tradeoff between resilience 
to noise and response time 

–  Recent intervals are more 
important 
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Experimental evaluation 
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•  DropTail 
Queue 

•  RED 
Queu
e 

Rate Variability 

Long-duration background 
ON-OFF flows as 
background 
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•  used to measure variability  
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Real-world experiment 
•  Three TCP flows and one TFRC flow running concurrently 

from London to Berkeley 
•  TFRC is more smooth, but has smaller average bandwidth 
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Comments 
•  Many similar proposals in recent work 

–  E.g. TFRCP computes loss rate in fixed intervals 
–  TFRC has better performance 

•  Other simpler proposals 
–  E.g. Increase the MD factor 

•  Additional overhead in computing loss event rate 
–  Additional state 
–  Additional computations for estimating loss event rate 
–  How does it scale with multiple flows? 

•  Many parameters to tune  
•  Slower response to congestion may be critical 

–  In severe congestion TFRC achieves more than its fair rate 
•  Smooth rate comes at the expense of less responsiveness 

–  E.g. More time to discover available bandwidth 
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